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About This Game

"Greed 3: Old Enemies Returning" is the last part of the thrilling "Greed" triology! Dr. Goodwin's miracle cure is once again
under threat and Sara has contacted you for help. Old enemies are up to new tricks at Pontoon Laboratories and this time they

are willing to kill to get their hands on the cure. Help Sara look into rumors that strange energies are said to be haunting Pontoon
Laboratories. This journey will be treacherous as you delve into the haunted lab to confront both the paranormal and living

people looking to kill you on sight!

- hidden object adventure with a haunted sci-fi atmosphere
- many unique and intriguing puzzles and mini games

- atmospheric soundtrack and great graphics
- the follow up to "Greed: The Mad Scientist" and "Greed: Forbidden Experiments"
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Title: Greed 3: Old Enemies Returning
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Urchin Games
Publisher:
HH-Games
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/ME/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.0GHz CPU

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German
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This is my least favorite of the Greed Series. The game had better puzzles than the others, I will give it that. However, it makes
significantly less sense than the other games to me. For example, I did one of the hidden object puzzles, and it gave me a drill
and a screwdriver. Huh? Those weren't any of the objects I searched for in the list, and they weren't anywhere in the scene!
Also, the plot moves to the ridiculous side of things. And the characters are a bit over the top and one dimensional. Also, I
actually yelled at the game. It asked me to find an oil can to perform a task that needed a small amount of oil. It was removed
from my inventory. A couple of screens later, I needed a can of oil ... like the one I just had! Oh, and more spiderwebs that
require cleaning, like with the re-usable rag I discarded not a minute ago. Oh, and I need another knife. Didn't I just have one of
those, too?! I mean the near exact same task minutes after discarding the item? Several times in a row? It made the game seem
very repetitive and frustrating. Thus, I cannot recommend it, and that is entirely my personal opinion. Others may feel
differently
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